
Track your entire fleet of Returnable Transit Equipment anywhere  
in the world via our Smart Live GPS and RFID Ready IoT platform. 
 
Wheelie Bins | Roll Pallets | Stillages | Cages | Toteboxes | Trollies | IBC Containers
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1.5 Years 
Battery Life

Live GPS RFID Ready Technical
Support

We grant organisations the ability to monitor and protect contents and 
assets anywhere in the world via our GPS Roll cages.
 
Our unique technology ensures hardware is safely integrated into cages 
whereas many alternative products are inadequately mounted onto the 
equipment. This fundamental difference prevents hardware from being 
identified, tampered, and removed – rightfully giving organisations full 
autonomy over their fleet of handling equipment and saving substantial 
amounts of money otherwise lost on retrieving, repairing, and replacing 
equipment.
 
All GPS tracked equipment is linked to a web-based online platform where-
in customers can login and view all their tracked equipment on one easy-
to-use map. Other additional features such as Geo Fence zones, reports 
and tracking history can be integrated to assist in effectively monitoring 
their fleet.

Customise 
Design





Transform how you manage your fleet of waste of commercial Transform how you manage your fleet of waste of commercial 
waste wheelie bins and skips. waste wheelie bins and skips. 
 
Our innovative tracking hardware is inserted into each individ-
ual bin hidden from view and thus protecting it from deliber-
ate tampering, theft and damage.  
 
Each refuse bin can be viewed via your dedicated online web-
based platform so that you can watch your entire fleet 24/7 
on a user-friendly map and apply lots of cool features.  
 
We can seamlessly retrofit hardware to your existing fleet too 
with little disruption to your day-to-day operations so there is 
no costly immediate requirement to buy brand new bins and 
skips.
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Track your fleet anywhere in the world via any Track your fleet anywhere in the world via any 
device.device.

Users login via our website to view all their handling equip-
ment on one central user-friendly map platform. We offer 
unlimited client accounts so members of the same organisa-
tion can create their own account and see items specific to 
their operational sub-division.  

Additional features are available such as Geo Fence Zoning, 
Tracking History and Performance Reporting which can be 
set per device!

We also offer round the clock remote support and technical 
walkthroughs to maximise the efficacy of monitoring your 
fleet. 
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Our Smart Toteboxes ensure your Returnable Transit Pack-
aging is rightfully returned to its correct location in the most 
cost-effective manor. 
 
Hardware is subtly fixed into the plastic recesses rendering 
it completely unnoticeable and protected from impact and 
tampering during day-to-day use.  
 
Each box is on-display via your private online web-based 
map portal with additional features such as Geo Fence Zone 
Alerts, Location reports and tracking history available

Hardware is powered by lightweight lithium batteries which 
hold power for up to 18 months on one single charge and 
perform consistently in extreme hot & cold temperatures.





Our GPS tracking hardware is so compact and versatile it can 
fit in the trickiest of places!  
 
Moreover, the long battery life enables returnable transit 
packaging such as pallets, IBC’s and pallet boxes to be tracked 
stealthily and effectively allowing practically any assets and 
stock can be tracked anywhere in the world! 
 
We can also combine RFID ready tags with our live GPS hard-
ware so equipment can be dually monitored for both outdoor 
and indoor use and integrate into existing workplace tracking-
infrastructure.
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